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Force of Flesh

The first thrust is very difficult
since you have nothing
to compare it with,
not knowing the strength required,
the pressure you’ll be up against,
the force of flesh.
You attempt to make it clean
though your attempts are rough,
amateurish.
The edges are ragged
as if this glisteningly vibrant tissue
had been sawed open with a blunt instrument,
not a long and primed knife,
and surprise! – the insides are nicely placed
just as you’ve seen them
in anatomical charts or dissections.
Now that it’s becoming clearer
it will be easier 
and with a rhythm only known to you,
you work yourself farther along with a heady energy,
finishing with a quick slick twist
as you slice toward the tail
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The Great Equalizer

Slow, down the dusty street.
The men see you from around the corner.
You walk casually past the bar, up the stairs.
You lie for hours, fall asleep, dream.

She loves you like you wanted.
Red heads, blue blood.
They stand but don’t see.
They have guns but don’t know.
They move, shoot each other.

You wake; must move.
The great equalizer is coming.
She looks you good in the face
and places her silver dagger
back in the drawer.
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Across . . . the wide divide

Across . . . 
Across the wide . . . ocean 
is Africa
where you travel north 
to the center of the continent, 
or not,
and there, 
in a civilized city,
sit down in a restaurant
and have a moderately-priced meal. 
There are others, 
other travelers,
other Africans. 
Someone has gone out but then returns.
(It is time for you to go.)
You go out.
Near the railroad tracks 
Africans toil in a massive hole
in the (grand) ground.
Near the horizon the sky is a deep orange
though most of it 
is black with night. 
(You are black with night. . . You are black . . .
Black, each one of them . . . )

Out in the suburbs are the middle-class whites.
Out in the suburbs you are in another country,
another continent 
(another retreat).
The highway makes a wide arc
past the wide greens 
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where broad summer days 
glory the lucky locals.
(The car rainbows, 
making circuit down the edge of the earth.)
Someone, 
his mother probably,
is preparing a meal for you.
You are loved again,
he has invited you,
against his previous pattern.
You stay a little off,
a few steps down in the garden
while he tools in the house.
You’re somewhere now,
this other continent 
where it seems people are quite content,
but farther down the block,
in the cul de sac,
behind the quiet façade of another house,
you have trouble with the mail – 
or – 
you venture to the mailbox.
The neighbors are nowhere to be seen,
or they’re cooling off 
in the placid white and gray residences.
The dogcatcher? 
Some alarm?
There is no definite sign
an emergency is occurring
but the furtive ambience,
the captive? calm . . . 

There is a hospital
on the other side of town

54

far out where there is more space
and somewhere . . . 
far out . . .
where the tall brick buildings range,
as you fumble,
someone approaches 
with a mission (misdeed) 
you did not know
you were qualified for – 
Spy – 
Shh! – 
Once you arrive
you’ll repeat the word.
If there is a task – 
you don’t recall any but
it could come up – 
but
a taxi comes to take you
to the Forum,
where the ancient Corinthian columns
lead creamily out into the luminescent twilight 
of the Capitol, 
the central glowing eminence 
of power,
or at least,
the current vision of capitolian sublime.

Somewhere in there,
with this new professional message,
you must divine,
execute, act
as spy. 
On that one word,
or so it sometimes seemed.
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Entering the river

room boats and barges 
hardly seem to move
Enter the white room
where there are no corners
grey blotch business suits
slowly gesture
and leave for the jewel – 
green soft-lit corridors
Enter the elevator
hard to breath – 
the streets – 
move in step,
break someone’s stride – 
traffic purges urges – 
Avenues – 
Mister fruitman,
his oranges,
bananas, plums, kiwis 
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Ancient Chinese Fortress

Stone walls rise up
the steep edge of hillside,
siphon of cliffs running north
along the river.
An impasse.
There is no outlet
through the narrow, dark
walkways lined with brick
and rock, no exit beyond
the groups gathered
around the colorful performances,
the Chinese troupes,
the large number of young
in black and white uniforms – 
a ploy of walls
preventing passage.

There’s a rumor
there’s a boat
which can go upriver
but it was found to have
a leak and was declared
unfit for use.
Some have ended up
sinking in hopes
that it may have been
their only salvation.
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